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ABSTRACT

The illicit uses of radioactive sources can impose a direct danger to public health and safety.
A number of cases worldwide have resulted in ionizing radiation exposures to individuals. ~

Although the incident of illicit trafficking is greatly influenced by the national system of
protection of radioactive materials at their use and storage location this alone may not ensure
an absolute guarantee against such occurrence.

The challenges of preventing illicit use of radioactive sources and activities is more complex
in the face of more integrated global economic environment. The national system of control,
the cross border involvement, multiplicity of participants in the supply to end-use chain,
diversity of systems and instruments are factors contributing to this complexity.

Smooth interplay and overall systemic effectiveness of the national system of regulatory
control, the strategic coordination of responsible parties and the systemic tie of such bodies,
the efficiency of information flow and the pattern of know-how and training is what ensure the
effectiveness of preventing, detecting and responding to any illicit activities and trafficking of
radioactive sources. -

(-in thiopia, the attempts /incidents of illegal use were so far limited. However, the possibility
of such occurrence cannot be ruled out and due attention should be paid as the activity is
complex and is global problem of general concern. Therefore, in addressing these issues
the following strategies are believed appropriate in Ethiopia's perspective for preventing and
controlling illicit of use and trafficking of radioactive materials~k

Strengthening the national system of control and protection including boarder controlling;'
'<Achieving effective coordination within and among regulators, law enforcement bodies

and customs;
,'(De~b~veloping and maintaining effective system of information handling and flow;,,'

,<Thann of principally responsible parties in the prevention, detection and response to
illicit trafficking.. ~

~The details of the recommended strategies pertaining to the realities and conditions of
Ethiopia are discussed in the main parts of the paper.
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